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VIP season begins with
win at Owen Valley
By MAcKENZIE ORR
OPS STAff WRITER
The Vincennes Indoor Percussion started their competition season off with a first
place win at Owen Valley on
Feb. 11. This year’s show is
called “The Last Goodbye.”
The show is about a father,
sophomore Brock Coan, and
son, sophomore Devin Lang,
who argue throughout life.
The son never has or makes
Members of Vincennes Indoor Percussion warm up before competing at Owen Valley time to have a conversation
on Feb. 11. The drumline took first in competition, their season opener. This year’s with his father. The father
show is called “The Last Goodbye” and they are under the direction of Garrett Coffer. eventually dies and the son
never got to say his last
Photo courtesy of Bartholomew Wedding Photography.
goodbye.
Senior Tad Petts has been
involved in the VIP for four
years, but has only competed
for three.
“This year’s show is differBy ANASTASIA KELLER mester of my senior year,”
ficiently,” he said. “Have
ent than what we’ve done
OPS cOPy EdITOR
stated Keyes. “I would have fun, but not too much fun.
before,” stated Petts.
Don't do stupid things that
never found my passion for
The show this year concould deter your education.”
photography if I didn't take
Lincoln High School's
Williams agrees that time trasts with last year’s
that class.”
class of 2016 graduated and
“Ding,” which was more upmanagement is key to sucHe hasn’t been surprised
took their next steps in life.
beat and celebratory.
by much in college. He feels cess.
Julia Zhu, Michael Keyes
Lang is a first-year mem“My advice to incoming
and Rachelle Williams have he has more time to study,
of the VIP. He puts emober
college freshmen is don't try
all found new experiences in and what he's studying goes
and cram a bunch of classes tion into the show while
further in depth. He's also
college and found many of
in your first semester,” said performing and moving
glad he is surrounded by
their expectations exceeded
Williams. “Take it slow and props.
people who want to learn.
or torn down.
"It's a different pace than
just get into the groove of
Williams is attending VU
Zhu attends Indiana Unimarching
band, but the end
things.”
versity in Bloomington. Zhu as well. Her expectations
were set high and she felt
expected to be treated and
Lincoln did prepare her for
have the opportunity to act
her college experience.
like an adult in college and
She explained, “Mr.
that's exactly the experience
By SUNSHINE GAMher own event as well, The
(Steve) Toy did wonders in
she's had.
BILL
Formal Blessing.
She explained, “It wasn't a helping me stay grounded
OPS STAff WRITER
The Formal Blessing will
with homework and getting
surprise, I was very ready
have formal wear for both
my work done and Mr.
for the college experience
men and women.
Prom season is here and
and so far it has been every- (Kreg) Battles really helped
This will be held Apr. 9,
the hunt for a dress has
me understand chemistry so
thing I expected! I love it!”
from 1:30-4:30 p.m. at Vinbegun. Looking for a dress
much better, especially since
Zhu said that Lincoln did
cennes University’s Fort
can be difficult, especially
help her prepare for college. I'm in organic chemistry
when one has to consider
Sackville rooms.
The extracurricular activities now.”
Dress, suit jackets, ties,
the cost. This year, there are
All three graduates have
she was involved in taught
and vests will be available.
many options for inexpensome advice for the class of
her time management skills
sive or even free dresses.
Williams has already col2017.
because she was always so
Vincennes Lincoln High
lected over 50 dresses for
“Everybody made getting
busy.
the event, as well as some
School’s Interact Club and
into college and going
Keyes stayed close to
Student Council will be
jewelry and dress shirts all
through it seem like the most
home and is attending Vinholding a prom dress drive.
through donation. Because
terrifying and difficult
cennes University. Keyes is
On Apr. 2, girls will have
she has taken this in from
process, but if you do what
studying engineering at VU
the chance to get rid of their donation, all formal wear is
you're supposed to it'll be a
and recently started freefree of charge.
old dresses and possibly
breeze!” said Zhu.
lance job as a private phopick up a new dress. Those
Williams was inspired to
Keyes advised incoming
tographer.
who sell will be charged $5 create the event after a
freshmen to make time for
“This is all thanks to Linper dress but keep all profits friend had asked for somestudying and homework.
coln, and especially Rick
from the dresses sold.
thing to wear to a formal
“It's more of just being
Lang, for starting a photogdance.
Becky Williams, a 2004
able to manage your time efraphy class the very last seLincoln graduate, created
“In my closet was a suit

Lincoln alum share their recent
college experiences

goals are the same," stated
Lang.
Coan is a first-year member of the VIP.
“I'm excited about the passion I portray about dying,”
stated Coan.
Junior Daniel Colvin has
been a member of the VIP
for three years.
"I love the variety of music
we get each year," stated
Colvin.
Colvin would like to place
top three in the state in Class
A.
"The show requires a lot of
emotion," said Colvin.
Instructor Garrett Coffer is
also looking forward to a
great year.
“I am looking forward to
the VIP going to state again
this year,” stated Coffer
He wants the team to
make it to state once again
this year and receive a
higher placing than the previous year. Coffer knows the
hard work it takes the students to put into drum line
because he was member of
the first VIP in 2001.
Their next competition is
Mar. 4 at Greensville High
School.

Students have opportunities for prom dress deals
my husband could no longer
wear so I offered it to him,”
Williams explained. “That
night, talking to friends and
family, the idea was born in
hopes of helping out other
families.”
This is the first year for
The Formal blessing and
Williams hopes to help a
few Knox County students
and spread the word so that
people can donate and volunteer. Williams wishes to
make this event annual and
will continue to collect formal wear throughout the
year.
To get involved in the
event or make a donation,
contact The Formal Blessing on Facebook, or contact
Williams through email at
rebekah1985@yahoo.com

Band and choir members test their skills in solo and ensemble competition
By HANNAH WILLIAMS
OPS NEWS EdITOR

or they could have been in
group I, the only group that
can qualify for state. Students
On Sat. Feb. 11 and 18, stu- in group I are required to
dents from Lincoln High chose their pieces from a list
School competed in the Indi- compiled by ISSMA.
ana State School Music AssoTwenty-two students from
ciation solo and ensemble Lincoln’s band performed
contests.
solos at district and there
Students from Lincoln’s were also six ensemble pieces
band and choir have been performed. From Lincoln’s
prepping for their district and choir, there were six solos
state performances since the performed at district.
beginning of the semester.
Sophomore Anna Purdom
Students who chose to partic- advanced to state with a flute
ipate in solo and ensemble ei- solo, juniors Kyle Beaman
ther chose to be in group V, and Seth Arnold and sophowhich is the beginners group, more Dalton Might per-

formed a trumpet trio ensemble piece and also qualified
for state. Seniors Evelyn
Crowley and Anastasia
Sharp-Keller, Purdom, and
junior Abby Mercer each performed solo pieces at district
and qualified for state.
Mercer performed the song
“Lass From the Low Countree” for her district and state
performances. She admitted
to feeling a little nervous for
her performances, but she received gold at both competitions.
Despite nerves and how
harshly the judges can be per-

formances, Mercer would
recommend this to all performers.
“It’s a great way to challenge yourself to do things
you might not do,” said Mercer. “It’s a great way to expand your experience and
grow as a performer.”
Junior Kira Moore also recommends solo and ensemble
to other performers. This year
was her first year participating. She performed a group
III saxophone trio and a
group II solo and received
gold ratings for both.
Band director Bill Marsh is

very supportive of students
participating in solo and ensemble.
“It is really a great activity
to get the students in front of
a judge and to be critiqued on
their performance,” said
Marsh. “The judges are usually college-level professors
and their comments are beneficial to improving the students’ musicality and their
technical aspects of playing.”
Three of the state qualified
choir solo performers received gold ratings and one
received a silver rating.
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Question of the Week: What do you want out of your college experience?

“...One where by the
end of it I will be able to
go out in the world and
do what I dream of.”

“What I want out of my
college experience is a
safe campus, a good education, and good food.”

Victoria Easley
junior

“I’m looking for a challenging but enjoyable
experience from a college...”

Alycia Bickel
senior

“To me a great college
experience should have
a balance of everything.
I’m hoping to learn more
about myself...”

Seth Arnold
junior

Katie Lunsford
senior

Community colleges can offer a positive undergrad experience
By TOBiaS fLOrES
OpS STaff wriTEr
Newly graduated students are always
faced with the difficult choice of going
to a community college or going to a
university further away from home, depending on their major. There are many
advantages to going to a university further away from home, but there are
many advantages of staying at a community college in your home town.
At a community college, you will be
able to have the advantage of having a
lower tuition cost, small class sizes and

rEViEw: ‘rinGS’
iS an aVEraGE
SEquEL
By KayLa wiDinG
OpS STaff wriTEr
“Rings” was dull as it’s comparison to
a real scare. The movie consisted of a
great storyline, one in which made you
feel strongly for the character, but it
lacked the sense of a real horror.
Julia, (Matilda Anna Ingrid Lutz), becomes worried after her boyfriend Holt
(Alex Roe) leaves for college and begins
to ignore her calls. The fear overwhelms
Julia as she receives a call from Skye
(Aimee Teegarden), a panicked friend of
Holt, warning her.
Julia then searches frantically for answers, finding his disappearance all
started with a simple tape. As an act of
saving her boyfriend’s life, she puts
everything on the line and watches the
tape herself.
Sadly enough, this movie was an unneeded sequel to the first, giving the unintended hilarious and boring start to
finish. The original film, titled simply
“The Ring,” was great because of the effort and horror it gave to many.
However this film doesn’t live up to
that because the fear just isn’t there.
There are few moments intended to be
jumpscares, but even then, it isn’t what
it’s said to be.
The special effects are great, making it
look extremely real, giving the feeling it
truly happened to the character.
Viewers can expect a few jump scares
when the featured spirit decides to appear or come through with her promise
of seven days.
If the movie hadn’t been classified as
horror, it would’ve received and A+. Instead, this movie should’ve been classified as a thriller.
This movie is rated PG-13 and is currently in theaters.

a flexible schedule.
Attending a college close to home usually means that students don’t have to
pay for housing, which is arguably the
most expensive part of tuition. A smaller
class size means that the student gets
more one-on-one help with their professors if they need it. A flexible schedule
means that if a student needs to, he or
she can work while getting an education.
Community colleges are great for a beginning student exploring what major
they want, because most of the time the
credits earned at the community college
can transfer to other colleges including

state or private universities, though talking to an advisor will give you more information.
While community colleges are great
for recent high school graduates, they
oftentimes do not have many options for
majors. They may also lack a vibrant
campus life. Also, online classes offered
by many community college make keep
a student off campus, further keeping
them away from being involved.
Still, community college is great for
students that are both curious and confident about their majors both educationally and financially.

Plastic surgery remains a complex issue
By Mya anDErSOn
OpS STaff wriTEr
Plastic surgery is growing
in
popularity
throughout the United
States with celebrities
and the average person
alike wanting to reduce
the size of their nose or
enhance certain body
features.
Even though the sole
purpose of plastic surgery is to make a person
feel better, according to
Science Daily, there were
over 1.7 million cosmetic
surgeries, with the top
three being breast augmentation, liposuction
and nose reshaping (also
known as rhinoplasties).
As far as breast augmentations go, the procedure can be due to a
variety of reasons ranging from a boost in confidence to a breast cancer
patient seeking to feel
what is deemed “normal”
again.
Liposuction and nose
reshaping are mainly performed for cosmetic purposes, but other times
they can be due to an inability to lose weight and
an inability to breathe
properly.
Plastic surgery is by no
means meant to harm
anyone, but “botched”
surgery can happen. The
term refers to a surgery
that was performed
rather poorly, causing unnatural and undesired results.
This idea of getting

plastic surgery and becoming automatically
botched grew as a hit TV
show on E! Entertainment, ironically named
“Botched,” rose in popularity.
The show features two
plastic surgeons reconstructing
numerous
botched patients, fixing
the features to the patients’ wishes.
However, social media
has been used to combat
the negative atmosphere
around plastic surgery.
A recent plastic surgeon by the name of
Michael “Dr. Miami”
Salzhauer has grown on
social media platforms
by posting his surgeries
on Snapchat.
During the middle of
2016, Dr. Miami reached
over one million views
on his Snapchat, according to Vanity Fair. He’s
grown in so much popularity that potential patients are no longer
seeking out plastic surgery in general, but plastic surgery from Dr.
Miami specifically.
He educates his viewers by taking them step
by step through the surgeries and adds a little
fun too by playing commonly known songs
throughout his snaps and
exchanging banter with
his coworkers.
The argument can be
made that plastic surgery
is a want, not a need.
While that can be said for
cosmetic surgeries such

as rhinoplasties and
breast augmentations, the
same argument cannot be
said for reconstructive
procedures.
Imagine a burn victims
own child being scared
of them for something
they cannot help. Is plastic surgery only a want
then?
Those that are antiplastic surgery must see
it from all perspectives.
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Combs’ Corner
By STEVE COMBS
LHS prinCipaL
The Vincennes Lincoln Early College program was
created to help our students get a head start on their
college careers. In short, our mantra is that a good
start leads to a better finish. At LHS, we have an articulated pathway for procurement of a 30-hour core
transfer certificate that is recognized by every public
university in Indiana.
Our higher education partner, Vincennes University, provides earned credits to our students at a
hugely reduced price for all students who take dualcredit courses.
The importance of obtaining a credential, certificate or diploma post high school is extremely important in today’s economy. The Early College model,
specifically at LHS, is designed to help our students
reach that post-secondary goal.
With academic advising taking place over the next
few weeks, it is important for students and our families to understand the goal of the program. We want
our students to have a better chance of success after
high school than they would have without the early
college program.
We had five students last year complete the full 30
hours. This year, we are on track for 37 students to
earn that credential.
The whole idea is to give our students a head start,
because after all, a good start leads to a better finish.
Go Alices!
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Boys swimming ends season at sectionals
By ZAk MCGAVIC
OPS StAffWrIter
The Lincoln boys swimming team ended their season with Nate Kaffenberger
finishing second in the 500
freestyle and the 200
freestyle in sectionals at
Jasper.
He set a new personal
lifetime record with a 4:58
in the 500 freestyle. Gage
Cooper shaved a few seconds off his overall time and
moved from No. 16 overall
in prelims to 15 overall in
the finals. Robert Jones finished his season in prelims.
The Lincoln High School
boys swimming team is one
not like many others. The
team consists solely of Kaffenberger, Jones and Cooper.
All of these young men have
been swimming for Lincoln
since they were freshmen.
“Swimming is a difficult
sport that requires a big
commitment of time and
self-discipline,” said Kaffenberger.
Only having three swimmers makes it very hard to
win meets as a whole because of the number of

events. The three of them
can not fill every spot for
every event.
“I am proud of the efforts
and accomplishments that
my teammates and I have
achieved despite the size of
our team,” added Kaffenberger.
Due to the lack of size of
the team all of them have
experienced substantial
growth throughout the season, whether it be physically
or mentally.
“My season went very
well, I cut plenty of time in
my races,” said Jones.
“I have experienced physical growth and mental
growth throughout the season, my body has physically
gotten better and I have
adapted to my bigger size in
the water, and I have learned
to stick with a training
regime and prepare myself
mentally for the races,” explained Kaffenberger
Kaffenberger swims the
200 freestyle with a personal
best time of 1:53 and the 500
freestyle with a personal
record of 5:00.
Jones swims the 50
freestyle with a time of 27.6

Junior Nate Kaffenberger launches off the block during a home meet against Gibson
Southern and Evansville Day School on Jan. 26. The boys swim team wrapped up
their season at sectionals hosted by Jasper, on Feb. 18. Photo by Lincoln High School
Sports Pictures.
and the 100 freestyle with a
time of 1:06.
Cooper swims the 200 individual with a time of 2:35
and the 100 backstroke with
a time of 1:10.
With only first place finishes at sectionals advancing to state, Lincoln boys
have concluded their season.

Dance team moving into regionals
By JADeN fIelD
OPS StAff WrIter
The Vincennes Lincoln dance team is finishing up their competition season of four
meets. The dance team last danced at Westfield on Feb. 11. Soloists and a trio competed on Feb. 18.
“We were missing girls due to illness so
we did not do as well as we hoped, however,
we made some changes and did some new
things that i’m excited about,” Mattie
Franklin said of the Westfield competition.
Franklin explained the missing teammates
meant their scores didn’t see an improvement from Greenfield, where they placed
fourth in jazz out of five teams.
Madison Heiden and Miranda Ryder competed as soloists at solo and ensemble on
Feb. 18. Ryder said she was prepared for
her solo and that she had been practicing all
year for this competition. However, she and
Heiden did not make the cut for state com-

petition.
Heiden said there were a lot of very good
dancers at the competition and the girls that
she competed against were from bigger
schools that have dance classes in their
coursework.
She also felt like she had a disadvantage
but she hopes to again do a solo and work
hard so she can advance to semistate next
year.
Barton predicted how well the trio would
do at state.
“I think we could move onto state for the
trio, they take top 10 and there are only 11
routines, so only one won’t go, but I definitely think we have a good chance.”
Barton was correct because the trio did
make it to state by coming in ninth out of 11
teams. State will be at New Castle on Mar.
10.
The team will compete in the jazz and
kick categories at regionals at Crawfordsville on Mar. 4.

ANNuAl yOuth WreStlING
BrINGS kIDS tO the MAt
By heAVAN rAll
OPS StAff WrIter
Vincennes Lincoln High
School offers a youth
wrestling program to young
boys and girls.
This is the tenth year
youth wrestling has been
under Matt Collins’ direction. This program is instructed by the Vincennes
Lincoln High School
wrestling team. Children
grades kindergarten through
fifth are eligible to join.
Collins assigns each member of the team to a group of
children where he thinks the
youth wrestlers will excell.
Both boys and girls are encouraged to join the pro-

gram.
“It gets the kids out of the
house and gives them a
chance to try something
knew,” explained captain
Colton McCrary.
There are roughly 100
children in the league with
four teams with a little over
20 children assigned to a
team. Each team is sponsored by a company.
The teams are JMR Farms
with captains Brody Musgrove and Chance Price;
Bestway Trucking with captains Ethan Smith, Spencer
York, and Bishop Coomer;
Fords photography with captains Parker McNeely, McCrary, Ashtin Russell and
Ethan Napier; and Rusch

Family Pharmacy with captains Eli Malone, Julius
Malone and Logan Mayberry.
“I enjoy helping the
younger children get into
wrestling, because I started
out in the youth league too”
said McNeely.
This program offers oneon-one training and technique aid to help improve
their wrestling skills. Youth
wrestling runs for five
weeks including 12 sessions.
Six sessions are practice to
gain knowledge over the
sport, four are used for dual
meets, and then two are for
the city tournament where a
champion is determined for
each weight class.

Club volleyball offers
athletes opportunities
By MADI GOODWIN
OPS StAff WrIter
Club sports are an opportunity for students to continue
to play their favorite sport,
make friends and potentially
meet college coaches. Based
out of North Knox, the local
club volleyball organization
has over five teams with
local girls on all of them.
Club teams are much
smaller than high school
teams; that way not a single
player sits the bench. Team
names can vary, such as
Warriors, Wildcats and even
Dead Frog.
Most tournaments are
played over the weekends in
larger cities and the gyms
are enormous with many
courts full of talented athletes. Some days, teams can
play up to eight games in
one day.
Senior Kyndra Smith is
one of the many Lincoln students involved with club volleyball.
“I have made many new
friends and grown some really good friendships. I plan
on keeping these friendships
after the season ends” said
Smith.
Smith has recently played
in a tournament in Nashville,
Tennessee.
Club volleyball can differ
from Indiana High School
Athletic Association rules.
Smith said, “[Tournaments] are different, most of
the time the teams are better
and always focused on volIf a child places in the top
three in their weight class
they are then invited to join
the club team the following
November, which runs from
November first to the middle
of March.
For information on becoming involved next year
contact Collins at
collinsm@vcsc.k12.in.us.

leyball. Some rules are different.”
In particular in club volleyball has required players
that are not on the court to
stand on the sidelines, but
IHSAA players who aren’t
on the court to sit the bench .
Smith’s team is doing very
well, finishing top five in
their last two tourneys and
they are focusing on a win at
their next tournament.
“Our season is going okay,
it's the first time that we
have played together so it's a
little bit rough but we are
getting there!”
Junior Lauren McCrary is
another student involved in
club volleyball at Lincoln.
Although her team has
only traveled to Indianapolis,
McCrary said some club
teams travel to Orlando or
Ohio to complete.
“I do recommend playing
club,” said Smith. “The talent is so much better and it
challenges you. You learn a
lot from it, make great
friends and many great
memories.”
“I definitely recommend
club or travel to anyone!”
added McCrary. “It is so
much fun, you learn so much
about the sport, you meet
new people and you have
opportunities to meet college
coaches.”
By joining a club sport, a
player can improve their
skills by playing year round
and staying sharp for their
next school season.

SPIRIT WEEK
DAYS FOR
SECTIONALS
Mon.: Dynamic Duo
Tues.: Hawaiian
Wed.: Fitness
Thurs.: Construction
Fri.: Ultimate Alice
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Features: Fashion Special

Going out in style: Skinner and Blakeslee
Lincoln’s Best dressed seniors
By LEXI EdGIN
OPS fEATURES EdITOR

that compliment your skin
tone, layering your clothing,
and accessorizing, while
staying away from denimon-denim and wearing clashing patterns.
As for the boys, although
not particularly as enthusiastic about senior favorites as
others, Blakeslee was happy
to hear that he had been
nominated for Best Dressed,
even more so when he won.
Blakeslee would describe
his style as somewhat of his
own thing, joking that “it
was good enough for Lincoln,” feeling he’d be average everywhere else.
Of all that Blakeslee
wears, he considers his
shoes to be the standout part
of his wardrobe. During his
sophomore year, he found
one particular pair of shoes,
the LeBron 11 Elite, and the
rest was history. Since then,
he has accumulated a wealth
of shoes, and is up to about
thirty pairs. And his friends
notice, too.
Junior Julian Brewer, although unable to vote in the
senior favorites poll, believes he would have voted
for Blakeslee if he could.
“I personally think Bob is
a great dresser. I notice
everyday,” said Brewer.

Blakeslee’s favorites
brands include Supreme,
Nike, and Abercrombie &
Fitch.
On the other hand, one
brand you won’t catch
Blakeslee dead in is any of
Kanye West’s famous fashion line, as he believes it is
overrated, overpriced and
impractical.
“The only thing good in
his clothing line are his
shoes, and even those are
overpriced,” Blakeslee said
of the line, which was no
surprise.
Blakeslee and Skinner
will be featured in the 2017
yearbook, along with other
winners from the Senior Favorites poll.

Recently at Vincennes Lincoln High School, the class
of 2017 decided their senior
favorites. Two students
stood out for one of the more
coveted spots: Best Dressed.
The nominees this year included, for the girls, Sydney
Leonard, Abbie Lunsford,
Dakota McCarter and Katelyn Oexmann, with the winner being Susan Skinner.
Robert Blakeslee won out
for the boys, with the nominees being Zachary Benson,
Easton Brower, Jack Cunningham and Jonah Ritz.
It is no surprise that senior
Susan Skinner managed to
snatch the title of Best
Dressed. Many of her peers
Need more
have called her fashion sense
fashion news?
very poised and put together.
“I would describe my style
Check out
as up to date and trendy,
Isaac Burson’s
however, I have classic stawrite up on
ple pieces in my closet that
Hunter boots
always remain on trend that
online at
I can wear,” said Skinner.
On a typical day, Skinner
can be seen in jeans, a cute
http://www.
top and booties. Other days
vcsc.k12.in.us/
when she’s “definitely not
lincoln/
feeling it,” her go to is legOldPostSentinel.
gings, a sweater and a scarf.
aspx
She was happy to know
that her style efforts were
recognized by her classmates, and she is excited to
have the title of Best
Dressed senior in 2017. Interestingly, her sister, Ali
Skinner, a graduate of 2015,
won out of her senior class
as well.
Some of Skinner’s favorites brands are Lilly
Pulitzer, Forever 21, Express, J. Crew and Vineyard
Vines. Her number one tip
to aspiring trendsetters is to
shop smart. Skinner says
that fashion isn’t about the
price, and a lot of trendy
pieces can be found for a
reasonable cost.
Robert Blakeslee and Susan Skinner have been choAs for Skinner’s “do”s and sen by the senior class as Best Dressed for the annual
“don’ts” of fashion, Skinner Senior Favorites poll. OPS staff photo by Lexi Edgin.
recommends finding colors

2017’S TOP MAKEUP TRENdS

Sophomore Elizabeth Deetz rocks the full eyebrow and
dramatic eye makeup at school on Wednesday. Both
make OPS staff writer Britnee Muske’s top five looks
trending now. OPS staff photo by Lexi Edgin.
By BRITNEE MUSKE
OPS STAff wRITER
From matte lipstick to
highlighter, there are thousands of styles and trends
that have come, gone and
many still remain. These are
top five trends of the year
thus far.
1. Eyebrows
We all know that one person with eyebrows meant for
gods. Whether they are thinner and sleeker or a little
thicker and a bit more bold,
they turn heads of all those
who pass them in the halls or
on the street.
Often times, to achieve
beautiful eyebrows, makeup
artists will use different
makeup mediums to fill in
their eyebrows such as powder or an eyebrow pencil.
2. Matte lips
If you were to look
through some of the top
makeup gurus different
looks, you will often see
matte lipstick for their lips.
Matte lipstick became popular when brands found a
new formula that wasn't as
dry as previous attempts.
Matte lipsticks can be transfer-free but not all are. Popular matte colors are nudes
and reds.
3. dramatic eyes
Dramatic eye makeup isn't
just for YouTube or the red
carpet.

Many average men and
women love the dramatic
look just for everyday wear.
These “dramatic looks” include bright eyeshadow colors, glitter and black
eyeshadow, and metallic
eyeshadows all paired with
killer cat-eyes.
4. Highlight/contour
Highlighting and contouring has become a favorite of
the makeup community.
Many beauty gurus on
YouTube, such as Jeffree
Star, have expressed their
love for both. Highlighting
and contouring offers the
wearer a way to create the illusion of a more structured
face.
5. Hot Brands
If you’re talking make up
you’re bound to hear about
Jeffree Star Cosmetics, Kylie
Cosmetics and Nyx Cosmetics. Star is known for his
eyeshadow palettes and
crazy lipstick colors, Kylie is
known for her highly sought
after lipsticks and Nyx is
known for its lip creams,
concealers, and their pro
contour palette.
In all, makeup can bring
the creativity in everyone of
all ages and genders. Next
time you want to make a
statement, bring out those
eyebrow pencils, bright eyeshadows, and highlighters
and show the world you can
shine.

Men are finding their place in the makeup industry
By EMMA MARTIN
OPS cOPy EdITOR
The makeup industry is
growing and developing
each day. From makeup
trends to unique models, the
makeup industry is revolutionary. One of the biggest
shifts the industry has made
is the introduction of men as
models and producers.
Men using makeup is a
trend that has been growing
since last year, however
there are some men who
have been involved in the
makeup industry for years.
Jeffree Star, who is currently 31 years old, has been
interested in makeup since
he was 13 years old.
He not only has YouTube
channel doing makeup

videos, he also owns his
own business producing and
selling his own makeup line
called Jeffree Star Cosmetics.
Some of the major makeup
industries such as Covergirl
and Maybelline have recently introduced men into
their line of models. Usually
these models are introduced
with a line of additional
models used to show diversity in enthnicity and body
type.
Covergirl introduced
James Charles as not only
one of the youngest models
in their line, but also their
first ever Coverboy. Charles
is only 17 and is already
paving the way for many
other males to be involved in
the industry.

“I think men wearing
makeup is something that
kids should look up to. It
shows them that they can be
what they want to be and
that they don’t have to be
afraid to show who they
are,” said freshman Alexandra Bravo.
Manny Gutierrez, or more
commonly known as MannyMua on his YouTube
channel, is Maybelline’s first
male model to represent the
brand. He started out as a
blogger making makeup tutorials on his channel, and
has often partnered with Star
in videos.
Junior Darlus Evans said,
“Having men in the makeup
industry opens up many opportunities for more people… It doesn’t matter if it’s

a man or a woman wearing
it as long as they are comfortable.”
However, men wearing
makeup is not a new concept, dating back as early to
the times of Neanderthals
and King Tutankhamun.
Even during the times of
Roman society and Queen
Elizabeth I, men commonly
wore makeup and were even
praised for it.
Queen Victoria I, however,
decided that makeup was
only for promiscuous
women and the work of the
Devil. This began the decline in men wearing
makeup.
Now, celebrities like Ru
Paul, Adam Lambert and
David Bowie have resurged
the use of makeup by men.

These men and the changing
society are just the beginning of what great achievements men in the industry
can make.
“I think that men are allowed to show their personality whatever way they
want. If they want to wear
makeup they are being true
to themselves. And if people
don’t like that they can get
over themselves,” said freshman Colton Neighbors.
Even the youngest of men,
like Charles and Guiterrez,
can be huge icons in the industry.
Whether it is modeling or
producing and selling, men
are beginning to play a bigger role in the makeup industry.

